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 Part No. 120638 Thermal Control Type COR 45/31
1/2" Thermal Switch in Ceramic Housing

Description: Thermal switch with bimetal snap-action disc in ceramic housing. Opens the contact upon rising temperature and resets
automatically into the original switching state when the temperature has dropped by the differential (automatic reset).
The switching temperature is preset in the factory and cannot be adjusted subsequently.

Application: Ideally suited to control or limit a preset temperature in an environment with high ambient temperatures, e. g. baking ovens,
industrial appliances, extruders, electric heating and warming devices, etc.

Specifications: Contact ratings: 400VAC,  5A res.   10,000 cycles (factory test)
250VAC, 10A res. 100,000 cycles (factory test)

Continuous current carrying capacity: 10A max.

Minimum switching current: 50mA
Contact resistance: 25m
Dielectric strength: 2,500Veff, 50Hz el. terminals to locking cap

   500Veff, 50Hz across open contacts
Ingress Protection rating of housing: IP40

Temperatures: Switching temperatures: Opening temperature  To = 45°C ± 3K
Closing temperature   Ts = 31°C ± 3K

Ambient temperature range: -35°C . . .  +130°C

Terminals: Standard = Fast-on blade terminal 4.8mm x 0.8mm compliant with DIN 46244. Other terminals on request.
Optionally, the thermostat can be supplied with factory-terminated lead wires or stranded cable as per customer’s
specification.

Note: To determine the maximum permissible current load, please refer to the applicable standards and regulations for the blade
receptacles, cable lugs, and wires, etc. used.


